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Slide Panel Flex 

As with most compelling and seemingly obvious ideas, simplicity is the hallmark of Slide Panel Flex.

360° reversible panels suspended from a ceiling-fitted sliding system with just one guide rail. Each 
from just one suspension point. Slide Panel Flex is Class A sound-absorption and as the icing on 
the cake, Slide Panel Flex saves space when not in use.

These are the distinctive nobility features that give the series its imaginative, flexible functionality for 
multiple environments and occasions.

Perhaps a restaurant can now create a new room within a room for a special dinner party. A large, 
open office needs to switch between private meetings, stress reduction and daily openness. Or a 
hotel can offer guests the opportunity to relax in varying exclusive surroundings in the lounge area.

Furthermore, Slide Panel Flex embraces Kurage’s sustainable vision with long-lasting, detachable 
and washable textiles. It offers high-level aesthetics and extensive design freedom depending on 
your individual room size, stylistic taste and your acoustic and functional needs.

In short, the sky’s the limit when it comes to the various uses of Slide Panel Flex. The list is not 
exhaustive and is far from complete. However, here are some specific examples of where you can 
easily integrate the series into your particular environment – and why. Be it a private company, a 
public space or special settings.

Slide Panel Flex – simplicity, flexibility and design freedom in one. Enjoy! 



For restaurant guests, it’s all about the gastronomy, 
the wine, the good company. 

To achieve that magical atmosphere, factors such as 
acoustics and privacy are vital. This is where the new 
sound-absorbing space divider Slide Panel Flex en-
ters the frame, seamlessly covering all criteria.

Enjoy the finer moments of life
Slide Panel Flex gives you the option to create new 
rooms, tailor-made spaces or private zones within 
the restaurant. Featuring 360° reversible panels, Slide 
Panel Flex is easy to slide to the side and park up 
against walls or columns to suit the specific evening 
and number of guests or parties, thereby saving 
space.

Restaurants 
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To support our sustainable vision, the panels are pro-
duced with mineral wool and are long-lived due to the 
easily changeable textiles.

Variable spaces
In short: Slide Panel Flex offers the freedom to enjoy 
the finer moments of life in dynamic and change-
able rooms, spaces and zones. A restaurant owner’s 
choice.

Make room for a new, more flexible and dynamic way 

of thinking with variable spaces in restaurants.

Restaurants 
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Lounges

Time is luxury. Space is living it.

Slide Panel Flex reflects our dynamic, changing world 
by giving you the opportunity to enjoy peaceful mo-
ments in a private zone while still being a part of the 
action.

Distinct design and advanced acoustics
Whether it’s the lounge area of a hotel, a conference 
centre or a bar, it’s all about relaxation and peace 
while observing life. In the periphery, yet still a part of 
it all. With its optimised acoustic effects and stylish 
design, Slide Panel Flex offers the right settings for a 
temporary stay in a homely lounge zone.

Slide Panel Flex represents high-level aesthetic de-
sign with built-in acoustic effects. As part of Kurage’s 
sustainable vision, the textiles are produced with 
mineral wool and are long-lived, washable and easy 
to replace. 

Aesthetic lounge life
360° reversible panels in just one ceiling-mounted 
rail, only one suspension wheel, and Slide Panel Flex 
includes the distinctive Kurage signature: the visible 
aluminium profile.

When it comes to lounge areas, Slide Panel Flex is 
quality time and quiet exclusivity in one simple, imagi-

native solution.
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Offices

Expand. Split. Flip. Save space. The choice is yours in 
the changeable office.

An office doesn’t have to look the same each and 
every day, but can change according to current work 
needs. Slide Panel Flex is the new radically flexible 
option for this very purpose.

360° room transformation 
Slide panels that can turn 360°, running in just one 
ceiling-fitted guide rail. Each in only one suspension 
wheel. This means freedom to transform the room 
with new functionality, sections and aesthetic design. 
Includes an option to add a 90° curved rail. 
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Offices

Furthermore, Slide Panel Flex is lightweight, discreet, 
designed to deliver Class A sound absorption and 
provides a better sound environment than heavy cur-
tains and traditional folding walls. 

No stress. Privacy vs. openness
Improve employee well-being, create the feeling of 
pleasant spaciousness and counteract the risk of 
stress with a sensible and innovative acoustic design 
solution in the office. 

Privacy when required, openness when desired.
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Cafées

Enjoy a cup of coffee in a semi-private zone on a 
sunny afternoon at your regular café. 

The flexible Slide Panel Flex combines room partition-
ing, screening and soundproofing all in one. Moreover, 
due to its 360° reversible panels, you can transform 
the room very quickly.  

Time to refuel
Life is richer when you have the time and space to 
stop for a little while. Time for reflection and space 
to refuel with coffee, food and renewed energy. That 
could very well be at your favourite café, and in a 

Slide Panel Flex zone.
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That’s because Slide Panel Flex offers your guests the 
necessary optimised built-in acoustic effect. Because 
it brings aesthetic style and class to the cafés interior, 
while still being discreet.

Freedom and flexibility all in one
Each panel is suspended from a ceiling-fitted sliding 
system with just one guide rail, and every panel can 
turn a full 360°. This gives you the freedom to design 
and create a zone or booth within the café.

Slide Panel Flex delivers Class A sound absorption 
and provides an excellent sound environment for 

cafés.

Cafées
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Large and open offices

Add some character. Individualise large and open 
offices and inspire your everyday environment.

Open offices have their obvious advantages. They 
make people more visible and available. But not nec-
essarily more productive or content. 

Flexible space vs. open office
Slide Panel Flex is available in multiple colours, pat-
terns and long-lasting detachable textiles. The system 
offers a new kind of balance between openness and 
privacy. Because it doesn’t always have to be one or 

the other. 
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Large and open offices

With 360° reversible panels, the system can be inte-
grated and fit into several kinds of building, including 
large and open offices. Create a nearly enclosed 
space or make one panel the room’s door. 

Stylish functionality
After use, you can simply slide the panels aside and 
park them in parallel to save space. To support our 
sustainable vision, the textiles are long-lasting, de-
tachable, washable and easy to replace. 

Slide Panel Flex is stylish and flexible functionality, 

ideal for switching between open and private spaces. 
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Meeting rooms

An important business meeting requires privacy and 
an optimal acoustic environment. 

Slide Panel Flex may well be the highly flexible, multi-
functional and elegantly designed solution required.

Designed for Class A sound absorption
Slide Panel Flex delivers Class A sound absorption. 
It provides a better sound environment than curtains 
and is a simpler, more elegant design solution than 
traditional folding walls. Every panel can turn a full 
360°, allowing you to create an additional meeting 
room within a room. Private yet accessible.
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Meeting rooms

As the icing on the cake, the panels can easily be 
parked in parallel, thereby saving space when the 
meeting is finished. 

Think outside the box. No business as usual
From an open office to a discreet meeting room and 
back again in no time, qualified by strong acoustics 
and a simple, imaginative solution. When a produc-
tive life is too short for unwanted noise and distur-
bance. 

Just flip the reversible panels as desired and create a 
new room within the room for your business meeting.
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